
20-EECE-4029 Operating Systems Spring 2016 John Franco

First Exam name: John Franco

Question 1: Knowledge of terms related to OS

Say something noteworthy about the following

1. read before write
A process that reads a location before writing to it is behaving suspiciously.
This process should be quarantined until it is determined whether it is safe to
continue out of quarantine or deemed unsafe.

2. kthread stop

Sends a signal to a function running on a thread that is tied to the kthread stop

call. That signal is caught by kthread should stop.

3. Trylock
A thread attempts to acquire a trylock. If the lock is not already acquired, the
thread gets the lock. Otherwise, the call to trylock returns with appropriate
status.

4. pthtread mutex t

A mutex lock is intended to protect a critical section of code by allowing at
most one thread at a time access to that section. A mutex lock differs from a
semaphore in that the lock is “owned” by the thread that acquires it and no
other thread can get the lock until the owning thread releases it with an unlock
or a wait.

5. Spinlock
Very fast locking if used with very great care. Interrupts are disabled when
a spinlock is held. Spinlock protected sections must be short and terminate
quickly.

6. Producer-consumer
co-routined communication between a process that produces tokens (usually
service requests) and consumers (which perform the service). Allows the pro-
ducer to place a token in the communication channel and continue doing other
things (that is, the producer does not have to wait for the service to complete).
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Question 2: Semaphores

What is the expected output of the following?

sem_t g[6];

void Q () { sem_wait(&g[5]); sem_post(&g[5]); }

void *M (void *id) {

int i;

for (i=0 ; i < 5 ; i++) {

sem_wait(&g[i]);

printf("W(%d) ",i+1);

}

sem_post(&g[5]);

}

void *W (void *id) { sem_post(&g[(unsigned long)id]); }

void *N (void *id) {

Q();

printf("N(%lu) ",(unsigned long)id-4);

}

int main () {

pthread_t t[11];

int id[10], i;

for (i=0 ; i < 6 ; i++) sem_init(&g[i], 0, 0);

for (i=0 ; i < 10 ; i++) id[i] = i;

for (i=0 ; i < 5 ; i++) pthread_create(&t[i], NULL, W, (void*)id[i]);

for (i=5 ; i < 10 ; i++) pthread_create(&t[i], NULL, N, (void*)id[i]);

pthread_create(&t[10], NULL, M, NULL);

for (i=0 ; i < 10 ; i++) pthread_join(t[i], NULL);

printf("\n");

pthread_exit(NULL);

}

acceptable answer:

W(1) W(2) W(3) W(4) W(5) N(1) N(2) N(3) N(4) N(5)

Note: any permuation of the N objects is OK
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Question 3: Unexpected results

In the following code a pri worker thread is supposed to run concurrently with two
sec worker threads but if it finishes first, it waits until both sec worker threads
finish before printing ’done 1 : 999547’ and otherwise goes right ahead and prints
it. But this does not usually happen. What can be done to fix this?

float result = 0.0;

bool done[] = { false, false };

pthread mutex t mutex;

pthread cond t condvar;

void *pri worker(void *id) {
int i, w=0;

for (i=0 ; i < 1000000 ; i++) w++; /* some work */

pthread mutex lock(&mutex);

if (!done[0]) pthread cond wait(&condvar, &mutex);

if (!done[1]) pthread cond wait(&condvar, &mutex);

printf("done %lu : %d", (unsigned long)id, w+(int)result);

pthread mutex unlock(&mutex);

pthread exit(NULL);

}

void *sec worker(void *id) {
int i;

for (i=0 ; i < 2*((unsigned long)id+6) ; i++) {
pthread mutex lock(&mutex);

result += tan(i);

pthread mutex unlock(&mutex);

}
done[(unsigned long)id-2] = true;

pthread cond signal(&condvar);

pthread exit(NULL);

}

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
long id[] = 1,2,3 ;

pthread t threads[3];

pthread mutex init(&mutex, NULL);

pthread cond init (&condvar, NULL);

pthread create(&threads[0], NULL, pri worker, (void*)id[0]);

pthread create(&threads[1], NULL, sec worker, (void*)id[1]);

pthread create(&threads[2], NULL, sec worker, (void*)id[2]);

pthread exit (NULL);

}

acceptable answer: in red above
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Question 4: CPU schedulers

1. State how the Completely Fair Scheduler works

Selects the ready-to-run process with the least spent processing time

2. State something that is good about this scheduler

a process that spends a lot of time sleeping does not get penalized for that and when it awakens
it will likely be given a shot of processing time since its spent time is low

3. Forgetting about overhead, name a pretty bad scheduler and say why it is so bad

A FIFO. Generally has low throughput since long processes may hog the CPU and prevent short
processes from completing in a timely fashion

4. How is a red-black tree used in CPU scheduling?

As a priority queue
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